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Abstract
We show that backward errors and pseudospectra combined together are useful tools to
assess the validity of a computed eigenvalue.
1. Given a set  of admissible perturbations 1A on a matrix A and a norm on  (relative or
absolute), the backward error .z/ for z as a candidate eigenvalue of A is the smallest size
of perturbation 1A such that z is an exact eigenvalue of A C 1A.
2. The pseudospectrum associated with a backward error of level  is .A/ D fz 2 CI .z/
6 g. It contains all the points z which are seen as eigenvalues within an accuracy tolerance
of .
In this paper, we focus on normwise and homotopic perturbations which yield respectively
for the approximate eigenvalue  the backward errors ./ D 1= kAk k.A − I/−1k and
kEk = kAk.E.A − I/−1/. An application to the Arnoldi method is presented. © 2000
Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Stability analysis; Eigencomputations; Backward error; Normwise perturbation; Homotopic
perturbation; Pseudospectrum
1. About backward stability analysis
Finite precision computation requires the assessment of the computed result with
respect to machine precision. Similarly, in exact computation, when the operator,
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for example, is replaced by a discrete approximation, one also wants, in Theoretical
Numerical Analysis, to assess the validity of the approximate solution (computed
exactly) with respect to the truncation error. Both problems can be treated within
the unique framework of the perturbation theory thanks to the simple yet powerful
notion of backward error developed by Wilkinson, together with the idea of condition
number introduced by Turing. In this paper, we focus on the notion of backward
error. More on condition numbers can be found in [2,7].
Let us consider the problem .P/
.P/ F .x/ D y
with the class of admissible perturbations on F and/or y denoted by  , and measured
by the norm kk. The approximate solution Qx is an exact solution of one or more
perturbed problems .Q/ of the type .P/, i.e.,
.Q/ .F C 1F/. Qx/ D y C 1y
provided the set E of .1F;1y/ in  satisfying .Q/ is not empty. When the set
E is non-empty, the backward error associated with the approximate solution Qx is
therefore defined as
. Qx/ D minfk.1F;1y/k; .1F;1y/2 such that .F C 1F/. Qx/ D y C 1yg:
To ascertain the validity of Qx as an approximation of x, we compare the backward
error . Qx/ with the machine precision in case of finite precision computation, or with
the level of the method error (truncation error) in Theoretical Numerical Analysis,
or with the level of data uncertainty for practical applications.
Associated with the notion of backward error, one can define the set of -pseudo-
solutions [2] for F.x/ D y by
6.P / D fz 2 CI .z/ 6 g
relative to  and to the norm kk : all -pseudosolutions correspond to a backward
error of size  at most. This set is related to the domain of uncertainty [17]. As ex-
amples of pseudosolutions, we can cite pseudotrajectories of the logistic
equation [2], pseudozeroes of polynomials [2,10], and pseudospectra of matrices
[2,11,12,15].
Performing a pertinent backward stability analysis is neither an obvious nor an
easy procedure. The choice of the data to be perturbed, the choice of the perturbations
to be considered and finally the choice of the metric to measure the data and the
perturbations are at the core of the stability analysis.
These choices strongly influence the quality, i.e., the pertinence and the accuracy
of the analysis. Therefore, the class of perturbations and the norm have to be carefully
chosen.
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1.1. Classes of perturbations
The importance of the class of perturbations can be summarized in the following
way:
The validity of the conclusions of any backward stability analysis strongly de-
pends on the adequacy of the class of perturbations to represent the phenomenon
which is the source of perturbations.
In order to illustrate this fact, we consider the example of a linear system Ax D
b. Many classes of perturbations can be considered for this problem. Perturbations
can affect A or b or both A and b. While software developers focus on a class of
perturbations appropriate to represent faithfully the perturbations generated by finite
precision, physicists may be more interested in the one generated by measurement
uncertainties on the data or by the variation of specific parameters in the model.
1.2. Norms
After deciding on the data to be perturbed and the class of perturbations to be
applied, one has to choose a norm to measure the perturbations on the data and their
effect on the solution.
In mathematics, the distance of the approximated solution Qx to the exact solution x
is measured by the absolute norm k Qx − xk D k1xk, the ideal being that k1xk ! 0
as the source of perturbations vanishes.
On the other hand, numerical analysts and physicists most often consider a relative
formulation of the norm k1xk = kxk or k1xk = k Qxk (whith x or Qx fixed) instead of
k1xk.
Why is it so? This is because, in Numerical Software as in Physics, it is often
the relative assessment of an approximate solution Qx which makes sense, not an
absolute one. A relative norm is nothing but a scaled norm. In [2, pp. 41–43], some
examples illustrate how to take into account the scaling factor on the sets of data
and/or solutions in the software development practice.
1.3. Examples
As an illustration, we describe three classes of perturbations, namely the com-
ponentwise, normwise and homotopic perturbations which are used in Numerical
Analysis. Let us consider the n  n complex matrix A, its perturbation is denoted by
1A.
 For the componentwise case, 1A 2 Cnn with the scaled norm satisfies
k1AkC D max
ij
j1aij j
eij
;
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where E is a matrix having a prescribed structure (eij > 0 and, if eij D 0,
then 1aij D 0). The norm is absolute when the matrix E is such that eij D 1
if aij =D 0 and eij D 0 otherwise. It is relative when the matrix E is such that
E D jAj.
 For the normwise case, 1A 2 Cnn with the scaled norm satisfies
k1AkN D k1Ak

;
where kk is any subordinate norm. The norm is absolute if  D 1 and relative
if  D kAk.
For example, a normwise perturbation such that k1AkN D " can be
obtained with 1aij D " where in this case all the components of A can be
perturbed.
 For the homotopic case, 1A is such that 1A D tE where E is the given devi-
ation matrix, t 2 C. It is normed by choosing k1AkH D jtj=. The formulation
is absolute if  D 1 and relative if  D kAk=kEk.
2. Backward error analysis for the standard eigenproblem
We focus on the eigenproblem Ax D x and we study its behaviour under two
classes of admissible perturbations, namely the normwise and homotopic perturba-
tions. We do not present componentwise perturbations because they do not lead to
explicitly computable formulae [2].
2.1. Normwise backward error
To these types of perturbations presented in Section 1.3, we associate backward
errors. They differ by the type of approximate information at hand:
– a computed eigenvalue Q, leads to the backward error N1 .Q/,
– a computed eigenvector Qx, leads to the backward error N2 . Qx/,
– a computed eigenpair .Q; Qx/, leads to the backward error N3 .Q; Qx/.
Definition 2.1. Let Q 2 C be an approximate eigenvalue and Qx 2 Cn an approxim-
ate eigenvector for the eigenproblem Ax D x. The normwise backward errors Ni ,
i D 1; 2; 3, are defined respectively by
(i) N1 .Q/ D minf > 0I 9u =D 0; .A C 1A/u D Qu such that k1AkN 6 g;
(ii) N2 . Qx/ D minf > 0I 9 2 C; .A C 1A/ Qx D  Qx such that k1AkN 6 g;
(iii) N3 .Q; Qx/ D minf > 0I .A C 1A/ Qx D Q Qx such that k1AkN 6 g:
By default, in absence of superscript, i means a normwise backward error in this
section.
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Lemma 2.1. The normwise backward errors can be computed respectively as:
1.Q/ D 1
k.A − QI/−1k ,
2. Qx/ D kA Qx −  Qxk
 k Qxk with  D
QxA Qx
Qx Qx ,
3.Q; Qx/ D kA Qx −
Q Qxk
 k Qxk .
We recall that the formulation is absolute if  D 1, and is relative if  D kAk.
The proof of this lemma is easy, see [2] for more details.
When comparing these backward errors, we obtain the two relationships:
2. Qx/ D minQ 3.
Q; Qx/ and 1.Q/ D minQx =D0 3.
Q; Qx/:
The notion of normwise backward error traditionally used with an eigencomputation
is 3.Q; Qx/ associated with the approximate eigenpair .Q; Qx/. However, it has been
recognized a few years ago [2,6,12] that the two other backward errors 2. Qx/ and
1.Q/ are also useful in their own right. The backward error 1.Q/ is presented
in [6,12] under the name “optimal backward error” because of the second relation
above: 1.Q/ D min Qx =D0 3.Q; Qx/: It represents the normwise distance of A − QI to
singularity associated with the class of perturbations. The backward error 2. Qx/ is
useful when one is interested in assessing the computed eigendirection Qx. However,
it is usually of the same order as 3.Q; Qx/. The backward error 1.Q/ can be sig-
nificantly smaller than 3.Q; Qx/: typically, 1.Q/  10−16, whereas 3. Qx/  10−8.
Such a fact is potentially very important to devise good stopping criteria for Krylov
methods [14]. However, 1.Q/ is more expensive to compute than 2. Qx/ or 3.Q; Qx/.
2.2. Homotopic backward error
We are given a deviation matrix E for homotopic perturbations. In this section, we
use the superscriptH.E/ to stress the dependence of the class of homotopic perturb-
ations on the deviation matrix E. The class of admissible perturbations is H.E/ D
f1A D tE; t 2 Cg. We use the scaled norm defined in Section 1.3. Therefore, the
magnitude of the perturbation 1A is measured by .1=/jtj.
Definition 2.2. Let Q 2 C be an approximate eigenvalue of Ax D x. The homo-
topic backward error H.E/.Q/ relative to H.E/ is defined by
H.E/.Q/D.1=/ minfjtj; t 2 CI 9u =D 0; .A C 1A/uD Qu such that 1AD tEg:
Lemma 2.2. The homotopic backward error H.E/.Q/ can be computed as
H.E/.Q/ D 1
.E.A − QI/−1/ ;
where  denotes the spectral radius.
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Proof. Because Q is not an eigenvalue of A, we can consider the eigenproblem
E.A − QI/−1ui D iui; ui =D 0; i D 1; : : : ; n: (1)
We have:
.E.A − QI/−1/ D maxfjij; i 2 CI 9 ui satisfying .1/g:
Using vi D .A − QI/−1ui , Eq. (1) can be rewritten as
Evi D i.A − QI/vi
that is
A − 1
i
E

vi D Qvi : (2)
From Eq. (2), one deduces that Q is an exact eigenvalue of no more than n per-
turbed matrices A − .1=i/E, where the figiD1;:::;n are the eigenvalues of E.A −QI/−1: Finally, by definition of the homotopic backward error,
H.E/.Q/ D 1

min

j 1
i
j; i eigenvalue of E.A − QI/−1

D 1=.E.A − QI/−1/: 
With the choice of relative scaled norms, one has the bound
H.E/.Q/ > N1 .Q/
which follows directly from .E.A − QI/−1/ 6 kEk k.A − QI/−1k. The definition
and lemma apply to the generalized eigenvalue problem Ax D Bx as well [13].
Remark. Because H.E/ is one-dimensional, one can define only the backward
error associated with the scalar Q. The analogue of 2.Q/ and 3.Q; Qx/ cannot exist
in this context.
2.3. Pseudospectra of A
Associated with the backward error for the eigenvalue Q, one can define the set of
-pseudoeigenvalues, which is commonly called -pseudospectrum.
Definition 2.3. The -pseudospectra of the matrix A are defined by
N D fz 2 CI N1 .z/ 6 g;
H.E/ D fz 2 CI H.E/.z/ 6 g;
respectively, for normwise and homotopic perturbations.
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Depending on the choice of norm (among those presented in Section 1.3), the
formulation can be relative or absolute. When a pseudospectrum is used to assess an
eigenvalue computation, the above definition is the most useful. However, pseudo-
spectra have been popularized as a tool to analyze the spectral sensitivity of
A [15]. This is possible because of the following characterization (written with
 D kAk).
Proposition 2.1. The pseudospectra of A can be characterized as follows:
N .A/ D fz 2 C; z eigenvalue of A C 1A; k1Ak 6  kAkg;
H.E/ .A/Dfz2C; z eigenvalue of A C 1A; 1A D tE; jtj kEk 6  kAkg:
The pseudospectra can be represented via spectral portraits, that is via a graph-
ical display of one of the maps
z 7! log10 k.A − zI/−1k kAk (normwise)
z 7! log10 .E.A − zI/−1/ kAk (homotopic)
in a prescribed region of the complex plane [1,2,12].
Remark. Simoncini [9] considers the same class of homotopic perturbations in
order to study various aspects of spectral sensitivity in finite precision. Although
she does not consider the homotopic backward error, she gives a definition for the
homotopic pseudospectrum, with an absolute norm, which amounts to Definition 2.3.
2.4. Applications : normwise versus homotopic perturbations for eigencomputations
Normwise perturbations where 1A is arbitrary in Cnn are well suited to rep-
resent the perturbations generated by finite precision during eigencomputation, since
most often nothing is known about the structure of such perturbations, other than a
bound on the size of 1A resulting from the backward error.
On the other hand, homotopic perturbations where 1A D tE can be useful to
study the theoretical convergence of iterative methods where the exact matrix A is
replaced by an approximate matrix A0 such that E D A − A0 is known [3–5].
Associated with the homotopic family of matrices A.t/ D A C tE, which is such
that A.0/ D A and A.1/ D A C E, where A and B are known, we can consider the
two problems [3–5]
(i) solve .A.t/ − zI/x.t/ D b for any z not an eigenvalue of A.t/,
(ii) solve A.t/’.t/ D .t/’.t/, ’.t/ =D 0.
The homotopic pseudospectrum contains all .t/ for jtj 6 1, and the comple-
mentary set in C is the set of all z such that x.t/ can be computed by a converging
Neumann series
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x.t/ D
 C1X
kD0
.tE.A − zI/−1/k
!
.A − zI/−1b
for jtj 6 1.
In this analysis, the arithmetic is exact. If, however, there is round off, then the
normwise backward error is needed also. See [8] for an illustration of (ii): the prac-
tical computation of a Jordan form by homotopic unfolding.
About the practical computation of N" versus H.E/" . Software for computing
the normwise pseudospectrum N" is described in [12]. See also [16]. The software
we use for computing the homotopic pseudospectrum H.E/" is a straightforward
MATLAB prototype. It has not yet been optimized in any respect. It has been used
mainly with rank one modification E D uv, so that
.E.A − zI/−1/ D jv.A − zI/−1uj D juwj:
The cost is one solve .A − zI/w D u, it is therefore much less expensive than
computing k.A − zI/−1k2.
3. Illustration on the Arnoldi method
3.1. Backward error for the Arnoldi method in exact arithmetic
In the Arnoldi method, at the iteration k, the eigenvalues of the Hessenberg matrix
Hk are supposed to approach at most k eigenvalues of A. The original matrix A, the
Hessenberg matrix Hk and the Krylov orthonormal basis matrix Vk D Tv1; : : : ; vkU
satisfy the identity
AVk D VkHk C hkC1;kvkC1eTk ; (3)
which can be reformulated as
.A C hkC1;kEk/Vk D VkHk; (4)
where Ek D −vkC1vk .
Eq. (4) shows that A C hkC1;kEk and Hk are similar since V k .A C hkC1kEk/Vk D
Hk and V k Vk D I . Therefore, if  is an eigenvalue of Hk, it is an eigenvalue of
A C hkC1;kEk as well. Considering the class of perturbations  D f1A D tEkg with
kEkk D 1 and  D kAk, one computes the homotopic backward error for an eigen-
value  of Hk:
H.Ek/./ D 1kAk .Ek.A − I/−1/ D
hkC1k
kAk :
The quantity hkC1k (resp. hkC1k=kAk) represents the absolute (resp. relative)
homotopic backward error associated with the deviation Ek D −vkC1vk , for any
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eigenvalue  of Hk: all eigenvalues of Hk have the same homotopic backward er-
ror in exact arithmetic. A geometric picture can be obtained with the homotopic
pseudospectrum
SH D

z 2 CI H.Ek/.z/ 6 hkC1kkAk

:
Clearly, all the eigenvalues of A belong to SH and all the eigenvalues  of the
matrix Hk belong to the boundary CH of SH defined by
CH D

z 2 CI H.Ek/.z/ D hkC1kkAk

:
The proximity to zero of hkC1;k is ruled by the proximity to infinity of .Ek.A −
I/−1/. We note that since Ek is rank one, .Ek.A − I/−1 D jvk .A − I/−1vkC1j.
3.2. Normwise versus homotopic pseudospectra
Associated with an eigenvalue  of Hk there are two backward errors which can
be considered : N./ and H.Ek/./ corresponding respectively to normwise and
homotopic perturbations.
It is interesting to visualize the respective location of the level curvesCN and CH
for kAk k.A − zI/−1k and kAk .Ek.A − zI/−1/ respectively. We recall that each
curve encloses the eigenvalues of A.
Let us look at an example provided by the first step of the Arnoldi method applied
to a matrix A of size 30. A is taken as A D QJQ where
 J D
0
BBBB@
1     nC1
0
.
.
.
.
.
.
:::
:::
.
.
.
.
.
. 
0    0 1
1
CCCCA, Q is an orthogonal matrix:
 Qij D
q
2
nC1 sin

5ij
nC1

;
 n D 30 and  D 54 :
The chosen initial vector is equal to Q!1 where !1 D fz1 z2 1n    1n gT. The scalars
z1 and z2 are chosen such that kv1k D 1 and h1;1 D vT1 Av1 D 410 .
At the first iteration k D 1, the curve CH (resp. CN) is plotted in Fig. 1 by ‘  ’
(resp. ‘—’).
The eigenvalue  D h1;1 is marked by ‘’. In this case where we have H./ D
5:6  10−3 > N./ D 2:7  10−5, CH is nevertheless completely inside CN. So
that the homotopic pseudospectrum gives a better localization of the eigenvalues of A
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Fig. 1. Homotopic (‘  ’) versus Normwise (‘—’) level curves.
than the normwise pseudospectrum. Of course, the reverse situation is also possible.
Much more experiments are required before we can make precise general statements.
4. Conclusion
We have discussed the role of backward error and pseudospectra in the assess-
ment of eigencomputations. The choice of the class of perturbations is important.
Normwise perturbations model a situation where nothing more than its size is known
about the perturbation, as is the case in finite precision computation [2]. In contra-
distinction, homotopic perturbations model a situation where the whole structure of
the perturbation is known as in approximate methods [4]. The two approaches are
contrasted to the Arnoldi method.
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